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From the REVIEW by Professor Vladimir Holodkov, PhD, B.Sc.Hom., headmaster and co-
founder of the Simillimum School of Homeopathy in Belgrade, Serbia.The authors are aware of
the existence of non-replaceable tools of classic homeopathy, because all of us within the
homeopathic practice are aware that it takes much time to unlock patient’s vital force during
interview. There is some information that in heavily populated India, some homeopaths process
as many as up to 150 patients on a daily basis. One such information is sufficient to initiate the
system of thinking towards more efficient prescription based on aphorisms 1, 2, and 3 of
Hahnemann’s “Organon”.The authors make a step further, they want to step out from classic
case taking and to be connected with miasma theory to reach simillimum in a simpler and more
proper manner.The authors hereof use their knowledge about the specifics of biochemical
processes of human being homeostasis and upgrade such knowledge for the purposes of
homeopathic practice. Such specifics are shown through the relations of three key hormones
secreted by human body when processing emotional perceptions of the environment he exists
in: dopamine, serotonin, and noradrenaline. They document whose idea it is. But, they make a
step forward.They do not neglect Hahnemann’s explanation of vital force genetic damage
expressed in the notion of miasma. Hahnemann provided clarification for three basic miasmas.
The book authors, in certain places, provide the interrelation of miasma and the above-
mentioned hormones. How do they do it? They propose matrix method of vital force observation
in the space the coordinates of which include the above-mentioned hormones and miasmas and
fit such method into the tetractys model.The offered matrix model with hormones as coordinates
and miasmas as the areas of chronic disease behaviour condition, are transformed in the
tetractys model with ten points, enabling us to recognise relations among the contents of such
behaviour patterns through patient’s miasma. Thus, there is a multidimensional approach to vital
force through the understanding of the disorders of mental, emotional, psychological, and
somatic components of human being. They consider that vital force complexity may, using a
simple verified approach, be mapped in the tetractys characteristic to the picture of substance
used as homeopathic means.Through their abundant homeopathic practice over many years,
the authors have strived to, as specifically as possible, reach simillimum, thus, they verified their
initial ideas in the practice. Subsequently, they have systematised the model, which includes a
number of cases gradually universalised and described herein. In this manner, they provide their
personally acquired experiences and knowledge to other homeopaths who, through cognitive
processes, may upgrade this view and approach to the homeopathic therapy.This book is not a
product of speculation, it is not based on eclecticism, but it is a documented scientific modelling
of vital force behaviour. Therefore, it has been written in the scientific language of homeopathy
based on the knowledge of the biochemical system of man’s homeostasis. As the confirmation
of their competence, they provide sufficient references to acknowledge the ideas towards the
implementation of the proposed model which has got its meaning in their practice.We think that



a useful document is in front of us which may be accepted in sense that their offered solution of
homeopathic treatment is usable and verifiable in practice.Therefore, this publication has got its
importance, understandability, and usability for homeopaths. We are confident that such view
will find its significance in the practice of other homeopaths to efficiently overcome the obstacles
on their way to simillimum.We are congratulating them for giving their contribution to increase
the knowledge in the field. It is up to us to use it in own homeopathic pra
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PrefacePer Aspera ad AstraI have never talked about my decision to study and practice
homeopathy, after I have graduated from medical faculty, departmen of dentistry, until now.In my
experience nothing happens by chance, and if you find strength to move on, a new path
emerges.Some important decisions we make unconsciously when we are very young, and there
are some situations that carve deep into our memory no matter how insignificant they might
seem to others.When I was about five year old, I was very skinny but perfectly healthy, and at the
time general practitioners were very haughty and rude to patients, so in one occasion our
general practitioner was shouting at me and my father how I have to eat more, by force if
necessary. I was so shocked by such behavior that I have decided to become a physician,
because I couldn’t believe that a physician has to be so haughty, rude and without empathy,
especially when working with children. I’ve had clearly felt that something wasn’t right about this.
For me this moment was kind of a spiritual initiation.I was just two years old when my father had
his first heart attack (myocardial infarction). He was a pharmacist, and at that time he worked in
the galenic laboratory, producing painkiller tablets - Malophen. The working condition were very
bad with constant pounding of the tablet making machine in the cloud of powdered substance
pressed into tablets. This first heart attack was soon followed by two more, so he was pensioned
for disability. He was working at the pharmacy surrounded by all those drugs and non of them
could cure him, just as all those haughty doctors couldn’t cure him even though he was taking all
the medicines prescribed, and undergoing all the suggested therapies, including heart surgery,
for all those years. There was one curious thing about all that - when my father had a headache
the only drug that could ease the pain was Malophen in tablets, that lead to his condition at the
first place - a sad proof of the homeopathic “like cures like” principle.My mother had an operation



when I was five, because she was diagnosed with carcinoma in situ. Because of an seemingly
minor error during the operation, she has a number of complaints, limiting her throughout life.
Non of these complaints have been cured in decades of allopathic treatments, and all those
drugs taken.My grandmother was suffering from asthma all her life, undergoing all treatments
doctors recommended, using inhalers, and she still died of this condition - treated all her life but
not cured.I was growing up surrounded by all that suffering, feeling their pain, and I couldn’t
understand how is it possible with all those drugs and treatments, all those doctors, instead of
getting well, getting cured, they were slowly but constantly getting worse.During my studies on
the medical faculty, I have learned that there is no cure for chronic conditions known to medicine,
only treatments that effect the symptoms, while the overall state of the patient is often slowly, but
sometimes rapidly, deteriorating. Also often the inadequately treated acute patient and up with
chronic conditions.From all that I have seen I believe that most of allopathic drugs do more harm
than good, often causing more severe conditions by suppressing symptoms, lessening the
capacity of the organism to react. The life of chronic patent treated allopatically is getting more
and more limited as time passes, with great sacrifices for little to no improvement, with less and
less freedom.Most of the professors on my faculty were much like the doctor from the beginning
of my story haughty and rarely with any empathy, so I was getting aware allopathic medicine is
not the answer.I couldn’t find a row-model among all those professors, someone I could adore,
and it is well known that we start to look like what we adore. I couldn’t see myself as such a
doctor, while many others did wanted to become just like them, haughty and rude, and right after
they finished the studies they started to behave just like those professors in white doctor’s coat
with their name-tags before they have earned it by curing a single patient.After all many of them
attended these studies for that reason only.I’ve had an experience during my studies that was
very significant for me, in the supervised clinical hours of opthalmology.During the break some
dust got into my eye, so as we came back our supervising physician, saw that my eye was red
and said:“Oh, great your eye is red, so we will demonstrate on you how to fold the eyelid inside
out.”I thought and felt that there was no need to fold my eyelid inside out, because it was just
dust, not some bigger particle, and that tears alone will quickly wash the dust away, but then she
started to raise her voice and insist that I let do it. As I was all stressed out from this entire scene,
and couldn’t relax, she was unable to fold my eyelid in front of the whole group of students, so
she started to be very angry, her face became red and she started shouting how do I imagine to
become a doctor when I don’t even want to let her fold my eyelid. I was shocked, I couldn’t
understand what was happening to me, and why all the sudden all that violence, when she could
easily do it on some other student whose eye was not irritated. This just reassured me in my
opinion that so many allopathic doctors are vain, haughty and without any empathy.I knew there
was something fundamentally wrong in this entire situation - a doctor should be full of patience
and compassion for a patient, because the most first rule of medicine was supposed to be: “First
to do no harm!”. And how could something like that even happen? Not only did she harm my
eye, that became even more irritated and took longer to get well, but she also could have made



me emotionally insecure by questioning my ability to be a doctor at all! And all that on my last
year of studies! But, all she really did was to make me feel even stronger that something is
seriously wrong with the allopathic medicine, if such behavior is so wide spread almost like it is
normal, and even favored!During my studies, there was a war and sanctions in my country, so
the heating was not working and I have developed a chronic pain in my leg, so intense that I was
limping. Once again non of the numerous allopathic therapies was working and it dragged on for
years.As I was looking for the solution for my condition I came across yoga and some holistic
treatments, and after a year or two I was cured, and it was like the first rays of sun on a new
dawn have broken thorough the darkness I was in. Right away I knew and felt that here lay the
answers to many of my questions, and that I was right to trust myself, my feeling and my heart
that there has to be a better way to cure the suffering. This was happening at the end of my
studies. In this period I’ve heard about homeopathy for the first time and I was completely
fascinated.Since it’s best to do one job at a time, I’ve decided to finish the studies of medicine
first, and right after that to start attending a homeopathic college. In this challenging period yoga
gave me strength succeed, as it was extremely difficult for me to learn for these really big exams
on subjects I wasn’t believe in anymore. In my free time I started to read Organon and other
many books on homeopathy, and although it was more and more difficult for me to keep working
on my exams, I was inspired to finish them as soon as possible, to be able to finally become
completely dedicated to something I was unconsciously waiting almost all my life, since I was
five.I started attending a homeopathic college, and I just knew that was it, that was what I was
looking for my whole life. Reading homeopathic books and listening to lecturers were a
completely different experience. They inspired me and showed me the light. I was finally
surrounded with kind people who were truly helping and healing patients, people who really
deserved respect, in my opinion.Homeopathy has completely enchanted my by its truthfulness.
As soon as I graduated from Medical faculty, department of dentistry, I started attending a
homeopathic college. That is where my real journey started. I was meeting homeopathic doctors
and lecturers, rich with truthful knowledge, ethics and spirituality, and It was a great honor for me
to meet them and listen to their lectures.That is what I’ve been waiting for, to meet some people
who truly deserve to be respect and admire, and whom I could accept as a row-model. I finally
felt that I have found my home, my world in this world. Until then I’ve had a feeling that only I was
aware that something is wrong with the medicine, and all of a sudden I met a whole bunch of
people who felt just like me, people who seek the truth and live for it. I was attending
homeopathic lectures with ease, happily, reading tons of books on homeopathy, and soon my
first prescriptions came, to people and pets from my surroundings. Those first prescriptions were
very successful, helping physically, but also emotionally and mentally, giving me even more
strength to push on.I started practicing homeopathy soon after I graduated, with my colleague
and then came many more cured patients - the greatest reward I could ever imagine!It is like a
new life started for me, a Renaissance. I have found may path and my true calling, I know where
I am going, where lays the truth and what is my mission.Now when I look back I am happy that I



started a journey of finding out what’s wrong with allopathic medicine, all that time ago as a little
girl. On this journey I have found a real jewel, a shining star - Homeopathy, the art of medicine
and Simillimum capable cure a person as a whole!I have experienced the great joy of seeing
with my own eyes how a patient after the Simillimum we have prescribed, is getting better and
better.To see your patient cured and rejuvenating, practically reborn, and in time patients
children growing up healthy.There is no greater joy than seeing a patient well again after such
hard and so called “incurable” disease! Or when you see a child that was suffering from asthma
running around and playing with other children without a need for inhaler! When you see such
things all hardship and studying was worth it!Exhilarated by the results of our work with the
patients, many of them cured, I have started to publish articles and books to make as many
people as possible aware of this fantastic way of true healing of all beings, not just human
beings, but also animals, plants and the whole Planet. That is why I keep on working with my
colleagues on faster and more accurate ways to prescribe Simillimum, to make it available to as
many beings as possible, and by that to help the entire planet a leap to the next level of spiritual
awareness.Now with these exciting new tools, the MATRIX method and Tetractys model of
behavioral states, we may hope for even more joyful events, more cured patients, thanks to
improved understanding of their inner dynamism and easier recognition of their miasmatic
picture.There is no greater happiness than being surrounded by happy and healthy people, and
all that is made possible by Homeopathy and Simillimim, our shining stars!Postira,June 28th,
2015                  Dr Mirjana Zivanov

IntroductionAbout the creation of the Matrix method and Tetractys modelThe Matrix method is
based on years of observations in our clinical practice, therefor the method and model we are
here presenting should not be understood as one of the rigid theoretical systems, where
everything seems to be “perfectly” predefined and complete. It is and it will be a work in
progress, and some case in the future my lead to new insights and directions.Classical case
taking is an irreplaceable tool of every homeopath, but it may take a long time for patient to open
up. A homeopath has to find the way to get past all of these conscious and unconscious barriers
in order to prescribe the Simillimum. The patient may sometimes get tired of waiting and move
on. On the other hand, talking in great detail about some painful past experiences is very hard
for a patient, and we believe this should be avoided as much as possible.When we ask a patient
to tell us about some painful experience from the past, he/she may end up re-living it and may
be stuck in lamenting or get overwhelmed by sadness. That is why we were looking for a
psychological technique that can give us the deepest feelings of the patient, but then
immediately makes him/her to move on to the next subject - a gentle and precise one.Also, a
homeopath is supposed to be impartial viewer, but when the case analysis starts, a homeopath
has to choose what were the most important themes, words and expressions in the case
taking.A few years ago, we have attend a lecture on psychological techniques - Spiritual
technologies by Ž. M. Slavinski. He was presenting a number of methods for dealing with



psychological issues most people goes through in some point in life. The methods seemed to be
very simple almost like some child play, but the results were more than good. Slavinski also
mentioned that the crown jewel among his methods was Deep PEAT, so intrigued by the
methods we have already seen in action, we went to hear more about it on a course that was
organized a few months later. Deep PEAT is a method based on assumption that there is one
theme, expressed in a pair of opposites – the Primes, that are in the root of all other themes in
our conscious and unconscious. Primes are pairs of opposites like: calm and agitated; pride and
shame; happiness and sadness; movement and inertia etc.As we practiced this method with our
friends and family, we have noticed that a few of them who share the same constitutional
homeopathic remedy, Simillimum, used very similar chain of contents, sequence of expressions
and words, as they were going through their subconscious and almost the same Primes in Deep
PEAT. We said almost the same because different patients used somewhat different words with
the same basic emotions - like happiness, joy vs. sadness, sorrow.We saw this method as a way
that a patient himself may point out what is the theme that he/she feels most intensely - the key
theme, that may lead us strait to the patients homeopathic constitution - the Simillimum.At the
beginning we have started to use this technique with some of our patients who already had their
Simillimum. All of these patients were prescribed with their Simillimum a few years back,
attended regular follow-ups and in good general health, with their main complaint, in the case
taking, resolved or significantly improved.Since, at first, the Primes belonged to the same
rubrics, same themes, for the persons with the same Simillimum, our initial hypothesis was that
the same Primes in Deep PEAT are found in the patients who share the same homeopathic
Simillimum.The results looked very promising because not just the Primes, but also most of the
themes that led to them. A few weeks later this initial hypothesis had to be changed because
some of our patients with different Simillimum had the same Primes, but with quite different
themes that have led to the Primes. For example Aurum and Naja patients share the same
Primes: happiness - sadness, but Aurum sadness is much deeper, and may even lead to
suicide, while in Naja sadness there is always a glimpse of hope.This meant that the importance
of the Primes alone is quite limited for a Homeopath, and that for the homeopathic case analysis
we need the entire Chain of contents including the Primes.Basically the chain of contents in
Deep PEAT consists of emotions, as well as sensations and thoughts that express the
underlaying emotion.People are expressing many different emotions, using even more words,
but are all those emotions completely different from each other, or are there significant
similarities that allow us to group all emotions in just a few clusters?Charles Darwin in The
Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals listed over thirty emotions, classified into seven
clusters. Ever since this groundbreaking work scientists have argued over whether or not there is
a finite number of basic emotions at all.Most of those who adhere to the theory of basic
emotions, also referred to as differential emotional theory (DET), agree that there are 5-10 basic
emotions, often in association with the basic facial expressions shared by most of the human
beings of any age. In recent brain imaging studies and investigations of autonomic responses,



have shown that unique patterns of activation are associated with certain emotions.A
homeopath is mostly talking to a patient face to face, so understanding the patient’s facial
expressions is even more important, in light of the theory of basic emotions.Among a number of
models of basic emotions, there is one that was particularly interesting for us - the Hugo
Lövheim’s three-dimensional model that associates the eight basic emotions of the psychologist
Silvan Tomkins and the monoamine neurotransmitters. In our opinion this model is best-suited
for use in homeopathy, because it shows the relations between the mind (mental/emotional
sphere) and the body (physical sphere), and thus closest to a holistic point of view.As we further
analyzed this model by comparing it to results of a wide range of scientific research on
connections between monoamines and behavioral and emotional patterns, we came across a
number or research showing that the three monoamines are in mutually negative correlation.
This made the Lövheim’s cubical model inadequate, because in negative correlation it is
impossible to have high levels of two or three monoamines at the same time, so we needed to
construct a new three-dimensional model associating the three monoamines in negative
correlation with behavioral or emotional states. There is a very large number of scientific papers
published in last 40 years on correlations of different ratios of the three monoamines and
different behavioral states. We have used these results for defining behavioral states for typical
ratios of monoamines in negative correlation, by observing each monoamine in low, 1/3, 2/3,
maximum level. We didn’t take the 1/2 level because it is a theoretical point of balance, while in
real life one is predominant over the other most of the time, so the 1/3 and 2/3 are points that
may be practically associated to behavioral and emotional states, as well as to pathological
conditions. We have named this new tetrahedral model the MATRIX of behavioral states, while
getting the chain of contents from a patient and associating these contents with general
behavioral states on the MATRIX model is the MATRIX method.One of the most interesting
results of the practical use of the MATRIX model and method was how well the positions of the
contents we have got from the patients corresponded to the miasms of their Simillimums, the
three classical Hahnemann’s miasm - Psora, Sycosis and Syphilis. The characteristics of the
three Hahnemann’s miasm and their relations to one another correspond very well as to the
points of behavioral states on the Matrix model and their association with the three monoamines.
Some behavioral states described in modern psychology, share high similarity with the two
centuries old Hahnemann’s vision miasms, for example hypo-manic state is amazingly similar to
syphilitic miasm. As a result of this line of research we have found that each miasm may be
associated with a elevated levels of one of the monoamines: Psora with dopamine, Sycosis with
noradrenaline and Syphilis with serotonin.Getting the chain of most intense emotions and
sensations for a patient - the Chain of contents, by using the Deep PEAT technique, on one
hand, and putting them in context of general behavioral states on the Matrix model, on the other,
opens up an exciting new perspective in homeopathic case analysis - the MATRIX method.The
MATRIX method gives us a general overview how are the patient’’s general behavioral and
emotional states changing during the Deep PEAT process and Case taking.The first step in the



classical homeopathic case analysis is that a homeopath chooses the patient’s key themes,
words and expressions from the case taking. In the MATRIX method the Deep PEAT technique
is used after the case taking, because this way the patient gives us the contents - themes, that
he/she feels most intensely about, and not just that but also their sequence - the chain of
contents.This way we get a much better understanding which themes as the most intense, with
highest emotional charge of all themes a patient tells us about - the key themes, or in other
words contents. Also, by using the MATRIX model, we may get the patients miasm, so getting
these elements before the repertorisation, may make the process of finding the Simillimum
much more accurate.Since the MATRIX model is a three-dimensional model may seem a little
complicated to use, by flattening it we have made it’s two-dimensional version that we named
the TETRACTYS model, after the ancient Pythagorean symbol of that tetractys, that turned out
to be very similar to our flattened MATRIX model.The Homeopathy deals with the three basic
spheres of a human being - mental, emotional and physical, as well as the basic three miasms,
and have all of these elements create One image, making homeopathy a holistic system. On the
following pages we are will try to present the bases of homeopathic philosophy through the
elements of the ancient Pythagorean symbol of tetractys. After that we will present the first step
in the Matrix method used to get the patient’s Chain of contents, the Deep PEAT technique in a
shortened version for use in homeopathy, followed by the detailed explanation of the MATRIX
model of behavioral states, it’s flattened version - the TETRACTYS model, and its use in
homeopathic case analysis. We are also presenting our twelve MATRIX method cases.

The OneAbout the Vital force and HypostasisEverything that was created in the space-time
continuum, the Cosmos, is unique. Nothing can ever be exactly the same as any other thing,
only similar.This was obvious even to the earliest Greek philosophers. A maxim by Heraclitus:
“Everything flows - Panta Rhei” - summons up this subject perfectly.Accordingly, every person is
a singular event in history.Matter and energy are changing in time and space, but the rules of
change, their relations, are constant - unchangeable and we know them as physical and
mathematical constants (like number π (Pi), the Avogadro’s number (NA), the Gravitational
CONSTANT(G) etc.). These constants are infinitesimal numbers, so Symbols are used to
represent them (π (Pi), NA, G etc.) in their true meaning, while their approximate values (like
3,14159 for Pi) are used in calculations.These constants and Laws of nature are the pillars of the
Cosmos, an invisible web - the Hypostasis that holds it together. To paraphrase Hermes
Tresmegistos - it’s center is everywhere, the circumference nowhere.The therm Hypostasis
(Greek  πόστασις) means underlying state or underlying substance, the fundamental reality that
supports all else, known in Christian Europe for almost 2000 years as the Holy Spirit.Finding and
understanding the Laws of Nature is the “raison d’être” for every branch of Science.The
Hypostasis can be seen all around us if we are looking for patterns behind similar but, in
appearance, still quite different events and forms.It would be wrong to assume that the existence
of something Constant, something that shapes and rules the Cosmos, wasn’t obvious to most of



the cultures and civilizations that predated ours. The main difference between us and them is
that we only except the existence of something that can be quantified, expressed in numbers,
while they mostly recognized analogies and marked them with Symbols.It took us thousands of
years to mathematically define nonliving nature, while the living nature is ever more elusive. This
is why the scientific fields are commonly divided into two major groups - natural sciences and
social sciences.The living nature is so much more complex then the nonliving, that hermetic
philosophers used to define every living being as a Microcosm - nowadays we would say a
unique living system. All of these countless microcosms are in an endless diversity of
interactions. It is far more challenging to find the web of patterns, the Matrix, that pervades the
nature and relations of the living.A human being is not just ruled by the Laws of physics, but also
by the unconscious. This interaction between the physical world and the world of unconscious is
what makes human beings so complex. The unconscious also has it’s constants but they can’t
be defined in numbers – they are archetypes, Symbolic images that may only be partially
expressed in words or works art, just as the physical constants (like Pi) can be expressed in
approximate number (3,14159).Consequently the health of a human being is also both physical
and psychological, so right in-between natural and social sciences. The physical and
psychological phenomena of a human being are so interconnected that any attempt to deal with
a single phenomena with disregard to the others, may result in a serious collateral damage. That
is why in homeopathy every phenomena, symptom, presented by a human being is observed as
a disorder in the system as a whole - a holistic approach.For 200 years Homeopathy looks for
the underlying patterns in symptoms of disorders, hypostasis of a human being - the way we feel
and experience everything that happens to us emotionally and physically, as well as how our
minds react on that.Hippocratic medicine, as the dominant medical system in Mediterranean
and Middle East for two millennia, has introduced the term Vital Force. It is the Spirit (Pneuma)
combusted and infused into the body, primarily blood, creating the Vital Force (Pneuma zoticon),
that gives life to every part of human being. Vital Force is the hypostasis of a person - the One in
a human being, and every symptom is it’s reaction. Since the Vital Force is personal, unlike the
Spirit (Pneuma) that is general, universal, the symptoms are the reflection of what is underlaying
in the Vital Force of a person - the essence of a person.

The Pair of OppositesA Pair of Opposite Symptoms as a Theme in HomeopathyIn every
phenomena that occurs in the Cosmos, there is its opposite that will follow. When there is a day,
the night is coming, and every moment a phenomenon is expressed, active, brings the opposite
one step closer to replace it. As the active, kinetic energy of one opposite declines, the passive,
potential energy of the other rises until the point of change comes - acting as two
communicating vessels, or a pendulum. The circle of change in pair of opposites makes the
Cosmos dynamic and diverse, and it doesn’t just bring us the white day and black night, but also
all the colors of dusk and dawn.The dynamism of the pair of opposites is in the core of
practically all mythological traditions, and it can be traced back to the dawn of the civilization. In



Vedas it was the pair of opposite gods Indra and Vritra, in ancient Egyptian mythology - Horus
and Seth, in Zoroastrianism - Ahura Mazda and Ahriman, just to name a few.There is also a
profoundly deep symbolical level of Tradition of ancient civilizations, like the Yin-Yang and I-
Ching symbols in the far east, double spiral and Caduceus symbols in ancient Greece and
Hellenistic world. The Yin-Yang symbolizes the Earth and Heaven and deriving from this
fundamental symbolism all the others follow: the Passive and Active principle, Darkness and
Light, Female and Male, Matter and Spirit. The dynamism of complementary opposites Yin and
Yang is the source of endless change in created Cosmos, as it was said in an ancient Taoistic
formula “The Da-Yi (Primordial Unity) has created 10000 beings (10000 in many ancient
civilizations stands for countless) and Yin-Yang has changed them.”The Yin and Yang taken
separately from one another are found in I-Ching, where Yin is represented by a broken line, and
Yang with unbroken, while their different combinations quantitative and qualitative relations in all
things have been presented by 64 hexagrams. The 64 hexagrams also represent the order in
the Cosmos - a finite number of ways the Essence of Being may be structured, in the infinite
forms of existence.The double spiral is the ancient Greek and Mediterranean symbol mostly
equivalent to the Yin-Yang symbol. It symbolizes the dynamism of circles of life and death,
involution and evolution. The two opposites connected in the middle, showing their
complementary nature just like in the Yin-Yang symbol the same function has the point of the
opposite in each field.The first of the ancient Greek philosophers to suggest the concept of the
Unity of opposites was Heraclitus, as we can read in one of his aphorisms: “The road up and the
road down are the same thing. (Hippolytus, Refutations 9.10.3)”.To express the oneness and
complementary nature of a pair of opposites, a long line of philosophers since the middle ages
used the term - Coincidentia oppositorum.Hermes the god of transitions and boundaries, in
ancient Greek mythology, was the carrier of the Caduceus, a short staff entwined by two
serpents, symbolizing the unity of opposites. On the other hand the symbol of human health, the
Rod of Aesculapius with one serpent-entwined rod, showing how a physician always deals with
a symptom as the expressed one of the opposites.The transitions of pairs of opposites are
dominating all aspect of life for every human being and for any society. Our conscious and
unconsciousness exists in pairs of opposites, starting with the Autonomic Nervous System
(ANS) with the opposing sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, yet complementary and
interdependent.The different ratios of opposites in systems describing the living beings and their
relations may be very well presented using the normal (or Gaussian) distribution. Gaussian
distribution is often used in the natural and social sciences.Deep in the unconscious lays the
collective unconscious of mankind, with the Archetypes also existing in complementary and
interdependent pairs opposites.The Classical Homeopathic treatment is based on the
symptoms presented by a patient, so the fact that a symptom is just a part of a phenomena, the
expressed one of the pair of opposites is of huge importance for a homeopath. In homeopathy
for the Coincidentia oppositorum of a symptom is used the term - Theme.For example, if a
patient says he/she is very ashamed of something, there were usually expressions of pride in



the past, or there will be in the future.

The Tripartite Human BeingThe Mental, Emotional and Physical level Codependent and
Interconnected into OneAncient Greeks, who have laid the foundations to the modern science
by observing the natural phenomena, were even more focused on every aspect of human
beings. They have found that there are 3 deepest, fundamental, spheres of human being: spirit
(pneuma), soul (psyche) and body (soma). Most of the great civilizations throughout history
came to very similar conclusions about the nature of a human being.This tripartite view of a
human being is in the very bases of Christianity and of the Hahnemann’s age visio mundi. The
spirit was seen as the force that connects and keeps together the other two - as the Vital force of
a human being.Nowadays we call these 3 spheres mental (spirit), emotional (soul) and physical
(body).We can feel in the physical and emotional sphere with sensations and emotions, but
mental sphere is different. Since the emotional sphere corresponds traditionally to the soul, we
could say that the emotions are sensations of the soul.Now, if we sense and experience with our
physical and emotional sphere, what does the mental sphere, our ratio, do? The mental sphere
is where the thoughts, or more precisely, decisions are made, based on what is sensed and
what was sensed in the past by the other two spheres. The mental sphere is traditionally the
pneuma psychikon, just one part of the Vital force, the spirit (gr. pneuma).The vital reaction, the
reaction of the Vital force, of the mental sphere is basically a decision, while vital reactions of the
physical and emotional sphere are emotions and sensations.There is a balance in reactions of
all 3 spheres, because they are in correlation with each other as different expression of the one -
the nature of a person. It is essential for a homeopath to recognize the nature of a person, a
patient, in order to prescribe Simillimum, by observing the reactions of his/her Vital force.The
presence of these 3 spheres is universal for all human beings, but the relations and levels of
predominance of each one of them to the other two, are the very roots of individual differences.
We have all met very smart people with predominance of mental sphere, very emotional people
with predominance of emotional sphere, athletes with predominance of physical sphere, and the
majority of people with all kinds of combinations in-between these extremes. Every person is a
microcosm, a more or less balanced system, so the predominance of one sphere is always
balanced by the other two. In many people these 3 spheres are balanced in a similar way, share
the same pattern and this makes them fundamentally similar, even though some of them may
appear to be quite different on the outside. These patterns of fundamental similarities are exactly
what a homeopath is looking for in order to find the homeopathic remedy for a person with a
certain constitution - the Simillimum.Each and every one of these patterns in Hypostasis has it’s
expression in a constitutional type. In homeopathy a constitutional types are named after the
homeopathic remedy, the Simillimum, that is the most similar to the nature of a person.The
constitution in the homeopathic sense, has it’s expression in the acts of the Vital force. We can’t
sense the Vital force in the state of health, but “it is only the vital principle, deranged to such an
abnormal state, that can furnish the organism with its disagreeable sensations, and incline it to



the irregular processes which we call disease;” (Hahnemann, Organon §11).When the Vital
force is disturbed, there are two key elements in its disturbance. One is the source of
disturbance and the other is the nature of a person’s Vital force.For an example, if we throw a
rock (source of disturbance) into a body of water (Vital force) the effects will be quite different
depending on the nature of the body of water. If we throw a rock in the mountain lake we will see
prefect circles on the surface, while in the river they will be elliptical because of it’s flow and if the
water is frozen there will be none.We cannot see the Vital force, so all we know about the nature
of a person’s constitution in homeopathic sense, are the nature of his/her emotions, sensations
and decisions, as the reactions of the disturbed Vital force.Since the actions of the Vital force
can be seen on mental, emotional and physical sphere at the same time, we may look for its
image either in, emotions, sensations or decisions. The essence of the Vital force can be
recognized through its actions in each one of these spheres, so whichever we choose in our
quest for Simillimum is fine, because the reflection of their Unity is always present in each
one.The three classical Hahnemann’s miasms are, amongst other, characterized by an inherent
weakness, each one in a different sphere. The Sycotic miasm has difficulties in dealing with
abundance of emotions, most of all fears, making a rich inner life (emotional sphere), Syphilitic
with abundance of decisions made in the to put flow of ideas (Mental sphere) under control,
resulting in lots of action, making a life rich in experiences and changes and Psoric with their
endless struggle to achieve their lifelong almost unchangeable goals, keeping their “eyes on the
prize” in a Machiavellian sense, making them also the guardians of the world order (Physical
sphere).

The Four ElementsThe FourThe Matter, everything in the visible world that surrounds us, may
be reduced to 4 elements, 4 modes of connection - relations within, 4 levels of solidification in
the tradition of most ancient civilizations. The four classical elements of the Indo-European
Tradition are fire, air, water and earth, described by the two pairs of opposite sensible qualities
“hot – cold” and “dry – wet”. Each one of the 4 elements is associated to two of the four sensible
qualities in Aristotle’s “On Generation and Corruption”:Fire is primarily hot and secondarily
dryAir is primarily wet and secondarily hotWater is primarily cold and secondarily wetEarth is
primarily dry and secondarily cold
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